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Abstract

A pulse-width-modulation (PWM) bidirectional ac-dc converter (i.e., active rectifier) with dc-fault-

blocking and self-pre-charge capabilities is proposed in this paper for low-voltage dc (LVDC) appli-

cations. The proposed converter, which is named as ”H5 + converter”, consists of an H4 bridge, a

bidirectional switch, and a transient-voltage-surge (TVS) diode. The bidirectional switch and the TVS

diode enable the dc-fault blocking and dc-bus self-pre-charge, while preserving the low common-mode

voltage noise and low leakage current of the converter. Additionally, the proposed H5+ converter has

advanced features under a dc-side short-circuit fault, such as fault diagnosis and fault recovery. Operation

principles of the proposed converter are presented and analyzed. A down-scaled prototype is built.

Experiment results are shown and analyzed, including steady-state waveforms, common-mode perfor-

mance, start-up dynamics, as well as dc fault blocking, fault diagnosis, and fault recovery. Moreover,

the proposed converter is compared with other two dc-fault-blocking converters for LVDC applications,

in terms of converter capabilities, required devices, and power switch losses.

Index Terms

AC-DC power conversion, power distribution faults, protection, pulse width modulated power

converters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid development of power electronic technologies and the decreasing price

of power semiconductor devices, the use of LVDC for power distribution is steadily gaining

momentum, with well-established use cases in data centers [1], telecommunication stations [2],
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electric vehicles and charging stations [3], [4], shipboards [5], airplanes [6], as well as commercial

buildings and offices [7], [8]. Even though the idea of replacing low-voltage ac distribution by

LVDC everywhere is still controversial, LVDC shows the merit of not requiring reactive power

and has the potential of simplifying control and power conversion for distributed energy resources

(e.g. photovoltaic (PV), batteries and fuel cells) [9]–[14].

The pulse-width-modulation (PWM) voltage-source converter (also known as active rectifier

for ac-dc application or voltage-source inverter for dc-ac application) is one of the key elements

in a LVDC grid, as shown in Fig. 1, which allows LVDC bus to interface the utility ac grid,

ac loads, or ac distributed generation (DG). The single-phase and three-phase ac-dc topologies

are comprehensively reviewed in [15], [16]. In [17]–[19], the control techniques of them

in power system applications are discussed. Notably, conventional two-level one-stage active

rectifier topologies are able to handle ac-side faults naturally, but, are vulnerable to dc-side

short-circuit faults because of the anti-parallel diodes of switches [20]–[23]. Unlike traditional

dc power supply applications, faults in dc distribution will be more frequent. Hence, circuit

breakers (CBs) are usually installed, in order to block the dc-side short-circuit fault current and

protect power converters (see Fig. 2). However, the response time of commonly-used mechanical

CBs (i.e., multiple tens of milliseconds) is comparatively slower than that of converters when

interrupting the fault current [20]–[22]. During the transient, power semiconductor devices could

be damaged by the electrical transients [20], [23]. Oversizing the power semiconductor devices

could make them withstand these electrical transients, but this may be costly. Alternatively,

solid-state CBs with fast response and fast current interruption can be used, but as of today

they are comparatively more complex, more costly, and far less common than mechanical CBs

[20]–[22]. A possible alternative that is explored in this paper is to block the dc-side short-

circuit fault quickly from the converter control. A few of advanced ac-dc converter topologies

with dc-fault blocking capability have been proposed for high-voltage dc (HVDC) transmission

applications [24], [25]. However, those topologies were devised for high-voltage applications

and they do not necessarily scale well for LVDC applications (e.g. they are multi-level-based

and need multiple isolated switch gate driving circuits, etc). In [10], a two-stage topology is

proposed for low-voltage applications, as shown in Fig. 3. This converter has an extra dc-dc

stage in cascaded with a conventional two-level active rectifier, which makes it able to block the

dc-side fault. However, the featured dc-dc stage incurs additional losses. Additionally, it leads

to a comparatively low dc output voltage for a given ac input voltage because of the two-stage
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structure, unless a larger dc-link voltage vlink and an improper modulation index are chosen for

the active rectifier stage, which in turn leads to higher voltage rating of power semiconductor

devices.

Fig. 1. A typical LVDC network.

Fig. 2. An active rectifier with CBs for LVDC distribution. (a) DC CB. (b) AC CB.
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Fig. 3. An active rectifier with a dc-dc stage for LVDC grids [10].

In this paper, a novel bidirectional ac-dc converter topology with dc-side short-circuit fault

blocking capability is proposed, which is named as ”H5+ converter”. The proposed topology is

based on the well-known H5 inverter topology [26]–[29], as discussed in Section II. It inherits

the common-mode voltage (CMV) suppression feature of the H5 inverter, and adds a series of

useful features. For example, the proposed converter is able to pre-charge its dc side from ac side

without having to use an external pre-charging circuit. Additionally, it can inject controllable

fault current from the ac side to the fault location for the fault diagnosis and fault recovery. A

down-scaled prototype of the proposed converter has been built and tested to demonstrate its

operation.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the topology of the proposed H5+

converter, and its operation principles. In Section III, experiment results are given and analyzed.

In Section IV, the proposed converter is compared with the other two existing dc-fault-blocking

conversion topologies. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLES

A. Converter Topology

Fig. 4 shows the conventional H5 inverter topology, which is widely used in photovoltaic

(PV) applications because of its ability of reducing the CMV noise and the leakage current. The

H5 is composed of a conventional single-phase inverter H4 bridge (switches S1 to S4) and the

fifth switch (S5). The H4 bridge achieves the dc-ac conversion and the S5 suppresses the CMV

fluctuation. However, even though the switch S5 is in series with the H4 bridge, under a dc-side

short-circuit fault, the H5 inverter still suffers severe fault current due to the anti-parallel diodes

of S1 to S5, which would damage the converter [20], [23]. In this paper, S5 is replaced by a
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bidirectional switch (i.e., adding S6 in anti-series connection with S5), as shown in Fig. 5. The

bidirectional switch is able to block the current flowing from the ac side in case a short-circuit

fault happens across the dc bus. A transient-voltage-surge (TVS) diode DTV S is also added as

the snubber. The detailed fault operation of the converter will be discussed later in Section II-D.

Fig. 4. Conventional H5 inverter topology [26].

Fig. 5. Proposed H5+ converter topology.

Fig. 6. Series configuration of S5 and S6. (a) Common-collector configuration for IGBTs. (b) Common-emitter configuration

for IGBTs. (c) Common-drain configuration for MOSFETs. (d) Common-source configuration for MOSFETs.
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For the bidirectional switch (S5 and S6), there are two types of configurations, as shown in

Fig. 6. Compared with Fig. 6(a) and (c), S5 and S6 are connected in common-emitter (for IGBT)

and common-source (for MOSFET) configurations in Fig. 6(b) and (d), respectively, so that the

gate drivers of S5 and S6 share the same ground reference point, which reduces the cost of the

driving circuits [30].

B. Normal Operation

Both the modulation method and the operation modes of the proposed H5+ converter are

similar to those of a conventional H5 inverter [26], as discussed next.

Fig. 7 displays the modulation method and key waveforms of the proposed converter, and

Fig. 8 shows the corresponding operation modes. d is the original duty cycle. d12, d34, and

d5 are modified duty cycles based on d, for generating the switching patterns of S1 to S5 by

comparing with the corresponding carriers. van and vbn are two leg-node voltages. The CMV

vcom is defined as [26]–[29]

vcom =
van + vbn

2
(1)

The differential mode voltage can be defined by vH in Fig. 5,

vH = van − vbn (2)

As shown in Fig. 7, in the first half cycle, only S3 and S4 of the H4 bridge are actively

switched, whereas S1 is always on and S2 is always off. As for the bidirectional switch, S5

is synchronized to S4 to reduce the CMV noise, and S6 is always on to reduce the switching

losses. The corresponding operation modes in the first half cycle are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b):

In mode 1 - Fig. 8(a), S3 is turned off, S4 and S5 are turned on. The converter couples the

dc and ac sides. In this case, van = Vdc and vbn = 0, and therefore,

vcom =
van + vbn

2
=

Vdc + 0

2
=

Vdc

2
(3)

vH = van − vbn = Vdc − 0 = Vdc (4)

In mode 2 - Fig. 8(b), S3 is turned on, S4 and S5 are turned off. S1 and S3 provide a

freewheeling path for the ac side. In this case, the dc and ac sides are decoupled by switching

off S5. Meanwhile, van decreases (from Vdc) and vbn increases (from 0) until they are same (i.e.,

Vdc/2) [26]–[29]. Hence,

vcom =
van + vbn

2
=

Vdc/2 + Vdc/2

2
=

Vdc

2
(5)
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vH = van − vbn = Vdc/2− Vdc/2 = 0 (6)

In conclusion, for the first half cycle, vcom is always stabilized to Vdc/2; van changes between

Vdc and Vdc/2; and vbn fluctuates between Vdc/2 and 0. Moreover, vH equals to Vdc or 0

alternatively, which implies a unipolar PWM [26]–[29].

The second half cycle in Fig. 7 can be analyzed in a analogous way as the first half cycle.

In the second half cycle, S1 and S2 are switched. S3 is always on and S4 is always off. S5 is

synchronized to S2, and S6 is still always on. The corresponding operation modes are shown in

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8(c) and (d):

In mode 3 - Fig. 8(c), S1 is turned off, S2 and S5 are turned on. The converter couples the

dc and ac sides. In this case, van = 0 and vbn = Vdc, and therefore,

vcom =
van + vbn

2
=

Vdc + 0

2
=

Vdc

2
(7)

vH = van − vbn = 0− Vdc = −Vdc (8)

In mode 4 - Fig. 8(d), S1 is turned on, S2 and S5 are turned off. S1 and S3 provide a

freewheeling path for the ac side. The converter operation in this mode is same to that in mode

2 except for the current direction. Hence,

vcom =
van + vbn

2
=

Vdc/2 + Vdc/2

2
=

Vdc

2
(9)

vH = van − vbn = Vdc/2− Vdc/2 = 0 (10)

In conclusion for the second half cycle, vcom is also stabilized to Vdc/2; van fluctuates between

Vdc/2 and 0; vbn fluctuates between Vdc and Vdc/2; and vH fluctuates between −Vdc and 0.

As a summary, the proposed H5+ converter operates with unipolar PWM in each half cycle,

and the CMV vcom is stabilized to Vdc/2, which is same to a conventional H5 inverter [26]–[29].

Theoretical waveforms in Fig. 8 will also be validated by experiment results later in Section III.
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Fig. 7. Modulation and voltage waveforms of the H5+ converter.

(Notes: d: duty cycle; d12: duty cycle for S1 and S2; d34: duty cycle for S3 and S4; d5: duty cycle for S5; van and vbn: middle

node voltages of two bridges; vcom: common-mode voltage, i.e., (van + vbn)/2; vH : voltage difference of two leg nodes, i.e.,

van − vbn, which is also the differential-mode voltage; vS5: voltage of S5; vS6: voltage of S6; vdc: dc bus voltage; iac: ac

inductor current; vac: ac grid voltage.)
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Fig. 8. Operation modes of the proposed H5+ converter. (a) Mode 1 - coupling mode for the first half cycle. (b) Mode 2 -

freewheeling mode for the first half cycle. (c) Mode 3 - coupling mode for the second half cycle. (d) Mode 4 - freewheeling

mode for the second half cycle.

The modulation method shown in Fig. 7 enables bidirectional power flow of the proposed

H5+ converter, which can be further simplified if only unidirectional power flow is required, as

displayed in Fig. 9:

Rectifier modulation Fig. 9(a) - Only S1 and S3 are controlled, and the anti-parallel diodes of

S2 and S4 can be conducted correspondingly. Hence, S2 and S4 can be replaced by diodes to

reduce the device costs. The voltage waveforms and operation modes are exactly same to those

in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.

Inverter modulation Fig. 9(b) - The modulation is exactly same to the simplified modulation

of a H5 inverter [27]. Only S2 and S4 are switched in high-frequency. S1 and S3 are switched

only at the zero-crossing point of ac voltage and current. The voltage waveforms and operation

modes in this case are similar to those in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, expect that the current flow is

reversed.

For these two modulation methods, the anti-parallel diode of certain switch has to be con-

ducted, which would lead to higher conduction losses, but lower switching losses, than using
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the modulation method in Fig. 7. Additionally, the device costs and the control complexity are

reduced, with the expense of unidirectional power flow only.

Fig. 9. Simplified modulation for unidirectional-power-flow operation of the H5+ converter. (a) Rectifier modulation. (b) Inverter

modulation.

(Notes: iac: ac inductor current; vac: ac grid voltage; S1 to S6: gate signals for S1 to S6.)

C. Closed-Loop Control

In this subsection, the closed-loop control of the proposed converter is discussed. The large-

and small-signal models of the proposed converter can be derived in an analogous way as in

[31], [32], as summarized in Fig. 10. Based on the models, a closed-loop control structure is

proposed, as shown in Fig. 11. A double-loop control structure is used, which consists of: a) an

outer-loop voltage proportional-integral (PI) controller to regulate the dc-bus voltage vdc; and b)

an inner-loop current proportional-resonant (PR) controller [33] to regulate the ac-side current

iac. The ac-side current reference i∗ac is given by the product of the d-axis current i∗d and the

measured ac-side voltage vac, so that iac follows the phase of the vac tightly, i.e., the unity power

factor is achieved.

For non-unity power factor (reactive power) applications, a single-phase phase lock loop (PLL)

[34] can be added to measure the frequency and phase of the ac voltage, so that iac can be

controlled with a required phase shift with respect to the phase of vac. However, an advanced

modulation method has to be implemented to the H5-type converter for the reactive power

capability, as comprehensively discussed in [27].
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Fig. 10. Average model of the H5+ converter. (a) Averaged large-sigal model. (b) Linearized small-signal model.

Fig. 11. Proposed control structure.

D. Fault Operation

The converter voltage waveforms and switching patterns under a dc-side short-circuit fault

event are also shown in Fig. 7. When a dc-side short-circuit fault happens, it can be detected

quickly, for example, by measuring the sudden drop of dc voltage. Then, all switches S1 to S6

are turned off. Especially, switching off S6 suddenly cuts the current path and decreases the

ac-side current. Then, two inductors induce large voltage spike on not only S6 but also the H4

bridge, which could damage the converter. Hence, a TVS diode DTV S is added as a snubber

between the two leg nodes of H4 bridge (see Fig. 5), in order to limit the voltage spike to its
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threshold voltage (i.e., VTV S). The voltage and energy ratings of active devices are summarized

in Table I. Notably, VTV S should be larger than the dc bus voltage, in order to withstand the

H4 bridge voltage vH under the normal operation. Meanwhile, VTV S should be smaller than

the voltage ratings of S1 to S4 for protecting the H4 bridge under a fault event. The voltage

across S5 is clamped by its anti-paralleled diode to almost zero under the dc fault condition. But

meanwhile S5 needs to withstand the half of the dc bus voltage for the normal operation of the

converter. By contrast, S6 faces almost zero voltage under the normal operation, but needs to

withstand a voltage spike (VTV S minus vdc) under a dc fault. In the worst case, vdc drops to zero

immediately after the fault. So, S6 also needs to be sized with a voltage rating that is larger than

VTV S in practice. Under a dc short-circuit fault, in addition to limiting the voltage spike to VTV S ,

DTV S also needs to absorb the energy stored in the ac inductors and the stray inductance of the

converter circuit. Hence its energy rating ETV S should be larger than 1/2·Ltotal·I2ac,peak, where

Ltotal stands for the total equivalent ac-side inductance of the converter, and Iac,peak is the peak

value of ac-side current in the worst case. Alternatively, its power rating PTV S should be larger

than the worst-case power consumption (i.e., VTV SIac,peak) and its current rating ITV S should be

larger than the worst-case interruption current Iac,peak with considering the pulse duration.

TABLE I

VOLTAGE AND ENERGY RATINGS OF ACTIVE DEVICES

S1-S4 VS1,2,3,4 > VTV S

S5 VS5 > Vdc/2

S6 VS6 > VTV S

DTV S

VTV S > Vdc

ITV S > Iac,peak

PTV S > VTV SIac,peak

ETV S > 1/2·Ltotal·I2ac,peak

TVS diodes are widely used to not only resist the electrostatic discharge (ESD) in low power

circuit, but also withstand the power transient caused by lighting or caused by switching off

inductive loads in high power grids [35]. The use of TVS diode here is a typical case of switching

off inductive loads. The commercialized TVS diodes from three suppliers are summarized in

Table II, with voltage rating from 2V to 530V, power rating from 0.5W to 30kW, and current

rating from 0.7A to 15kA. Hence, these TVS diodes can be used to a wide range of distribution
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applications from relatively low voltage and low power (e.g., 5V for electronics, 12V or 24V

for automotive and lighting, 48V for telecommunication and PV, 50V for power over ethernet,

etc [4], [36]) to relatively high voltage and high power (e.g., 380V or 400V for data centers

and electric vehicles, etc [4], [36]).

TABLE II

SURVEY OF COMMERCIALIZED TVS DIODES. [35], [37]–[39]

Supplier Catalog
Part Number /

Product Series

Working

Peak Voltage

Rating in

Peak Power or Current

Littelfuse [35]

Surface Mount

Standard Application

SMF, SMAJ, P4SMA,

SMDJ, 5.0SMDJ ...
5V-490V 0.2kW-5kW

Axial Leaded

Standard Application

P4KE, SA, SAC,

LCE, 3KP, 5KP ...
5V-512V 0.4kW-5kW

Axial Leaded

High Power

15KPA, 20KPA, 30KPA,

AK6, AK10, AK15 ...
15V-530V

15kW-30kW;

1kA-15kA

Bourns [37]

Discrete TVS Diode
CDSOD323, SMAJ, P4SMA,

SMLJ, 5.0SMDJ ...
3.3V-495V 0.25kW-5kW

TVS Diode Arrays
CDSOT23, CDSOT236,

CDNBS16, CD143A ...
3.3V-70V 0.7A-100A

Power TVS Diode Arrays
PTVS1, PTVS3, PTVS6,

PTVS10, PTVS15 ...
15V-470V 1kA-15kA

Vishay

[38], [39]

TVS Diode
P4SMA, SMAJ,

P4KE ...
3V-700V 100W-7kW

Zenner Diode
BZW03, SMZG37,

BZT03 ...
1.8V-330V 0.2-1.85W
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E. Self Pre-Charge

Fig. 12. Self pre-charge process. (a) Positive iac. (b) Negative iac

For a conventional active rectifier, during the start up process, in order to prevent the converter

and its dc bus from the transient-surge current, an external pre-charge circuit is utilized [40],

[41]. A typical pre-charge circuit consists of a resistor in series with the ac input that limits

the inrush current flowing through anti-parallel diodes of switches when pre-charging the dc

bus from zero volt, and can be by-passed under normal operation by using a small mechanical

relay [40], [41]. But for the proposed H5+ converter, this pre-charge circuit is not required.

Fig. 12 shows the proposed self pre-charge method without using external pre-charge circuit,

which is realized by switching S6 only without switching S1 to S5. Peak current mode control

is applied here to limit the inductor current iac and increase the response speed of controlling

S6. In Fig. 12(a), iac flows from the ac grid to the converter, and the anti-parallel diodes of S1

and S4 are conducting when S6 is on. Both iac and vdc increase, driven by the voltage difference

between ac and dc sides. Once iac reaches its upper limit, S6 is turned off. Meanwhile, a voltage

spike VTV S appears on vH , which is similar to the phenomenon of the fault blocking as discussed

in last subsection. At the same time, iac descends thanks to the power consumption of DTV S .

Once iac reaches its lower threshold, S6 is turned on again to drive iac and charge the dc bus. By
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alternatively turning on and off S6, a group of discontinuous current pulses iac with controllable

upper limit is formed, and vdc is charged gradually to its steady state (i.e., the peak of vac). The

operation in the negative half cycle in Fig. 12(b) is similar to that of the positive half cycle,

except that the current conduction path is given by the diodes of S2 and S3 rather than S1 and

S4. The self-pre-charge procedure will be validated by experiment results in Section III-D later.

In certain cases, the inrush current iac may exceed its upper limit within one switching period

of S6, because of the small ac-side filter value and the large voltage difference between ac and

dc sides at the beginning of pre-charge. One solution is to increase the sampling frequency of

iac and speed up the operation of the controller during the pre-charge process. This approach is

available in most cases because only S6 is controlled in peak current mode and the controller

is much simplified compared with the nominal converter operation. Alternatively, the response

of inrush current can be slowed down, by enabling the control of S6 only when the absolute

value of ac-side voltage vac is smaller than a threshold VTHR (i.e., |vac| < VTHR), as shown in

Fig. 13. VTHR can be selected flexibly. An example will also be shown by experiment test in

Section III-D later.

Fig. 13. Control of S6 when |vac| < VTHR to slow down the inrush current response during the self-pre-charge procedure.

Notably, this self pre-charge ability further enables extra functions such as self start-up, fault

diagnosis and self fault recovery of the proposed converter, as discussed and validated by the

experiment results later in Section III. Additionally, the the converter footprint can be reduced

because of removing the pre-charge circuit.

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A down-scaled prototype of the proposed H5+ converter is built for validating the converter

performance experimentally, as shown in Fig. 14(a). The schematic of the experimental platform
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is shown in Fig. 14(b). Experiment parameters are summarized in Tables III and IV. Six scenarios

are tested: (1) steady-state operation; (2) common-mode performance; (3) dc fault blocking; (4)

start-up; (5) fault diagnosis; and (6) fault recovery. The experimental results are presented and

discussed next.

Fig. 14. Experimental platform for the proposed topology. (a) Prototype photo. (b) Platform schematic.
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TABLE III

EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM PARAMETERS

AC Grid
Vac = 20 V (RMS)

fac = 50 Hz

AC-Side Filter
L = 0.65 mH

C = 2.2 µF

DC Bus Vdc = 48 V

DC-Bus Capacitor Cdc = 13.2 mF

DC Load Rl = 11.5 Ω

Fault Resistor Rf = 0.1 Ω

Power Switch IPP051N15N5

TVS Diode 5.0SMDJ60CA

TABLE IV

CONTROLLER PARAMETERS

Current PIR Controller

Kpi = 3

Kii = 5

Kri = 6

Voltage PI Controller
Kpv = 1.8

Kiv = 2

Controller Hardware

(DSP)
TMSF28027

Switching Frequency fs = 5kHz

A. Steady-State Operation

Fig. 15 shows the steady-state operation of the proposed converter. vH is the bridge-leg node

voltage, which validates the unipolar PWM of the converter in each half cycle. The ac voltage

vac and ac current iac have the same phase angle, i.e., the unity power factor is achieved. The

dc bus voltage vdc is stabilized with small amount of double-line-frequency harmonics, just like

a normal single-phase voltage-source converter [10].
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Fig. 15. Steady-state operation of the H5+ converter.

(Notes: vH : voltage difference of two leg nodes, i.e., van−vbn, which is also the differential-mode voltage; vac: ac grid voltage;

iac: ac inductor current; vdc: dc bus voltage.)

B. Common-Mode Performance

Fig. 16(a) and (b) display the common-mode performance of the proposed active rectifier

with and without switching S5, respectively. Compared with Fig. 16(b) without switching S5, in

Fig. 16(a), switching S5 dramatically reduces the noise of CMV from vdc/2 to almost zero, which

coincide with the theoretical value of vcom in Fig. 7. Additionally, van and vbn in Fig. 16(a) also

coincide with the theoretical waveforms in Fig. 7. A separate capacitor of 68nF is also placed

in the circuit to simulate stray capacitance and measure the leakage current caused by the CMV.

Notably, switching S5 also reduces the leakage current effectively. It is worth mentioning that

the CMV performance of the proposed H5+ converter in Fig. 16 is quite similar to that of an

H5 inverter for PV applications (for example in [27], [42], [43]), due to the similar converter

topology and the almost same modulation method.
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Fig. 16. Common-mode performance of the H5+ converter. (a) With switching S5. (b) Without switching S5.

(Notes: van and vbn: middle node voltages of two bridges; vcom: common-mode voltage, i.e., (van + vbn)/2; ileak: leakage

current.)

C. DC-Fault Blocking

Fig. 17(a) and (b) show the dc fault blocking tests in rectifier and inverter modes, respectively.

The inverter mode is achieved by switching on contactor Sv, i.e., connecting an extra dc voltage

source to the dc side of the converter. (The dc-side voltage source is connected only in the

inverter-mode test.) For both rectifier and inverter modes, the converter firstly runs at full load

and then the short-circuit fault is conducted by switching on the contactor Sf , so that a 0.1Ω

fault resistor Rf is connected to the dc bus suddenly. Then the dc bus voltage starts to decrease

quickly. Once the dc voltage reaches its threshold (i.e., 2/3 of the rated voltage, as shown in

Fig. 17), the short-circuit fault is detected by the converter, the fault blocking is activated, and

all power switches are turned off. Because of the sudden decrease of iac, a voltage spike is

induced by ac inductors and limited by DTV S to VTV S , as shown in the close up plots, which

coincide with the theoretical vH in Fig. 7. Noticeably, in Fig. 17, the induced voltage spike is

in the same direction as the pre-fault current. Moreover, the fault inception takes place near the

current peak for both rectifier and inverter modes, in order to test the worst-case scenario.
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Fig. 17. DC fault blocking of the H5+ converter. (a) In rectifier mode. (b) In inverter mode.

(Notes: vH : voltage difference of two leg nodes, i.e., van−vbn, which is also the differential-mode voltage; vac: ac grid voltage;

iac: ac inductor current; vdc: dc bus voltage.)

The voltage stress on S1 to S6 when interrupting positive iac in rectifier mode is also shown

in Fig. 18. A equivalent circuit of H5+ converter is displayed in Fig. 19 to facilitate the analysis.

Notably, interrupting positive iac leads to a positive voltage spike on DTV S , i.e., vH = +VTV S > 0

[see Fig. 17(a)]. In this case, the voltages of S1 and S4 are clamped by their anti-parallel diodes,

and only S2 and S3 withstand the voltage spike VTV S , as displayed in Fig. 18(a). The bidirectional

switch S5 and S6 also need to withstand the voltage spike, converted by the H4 bridge from vH

to vpn. vpn = |vH | = VTV S theoretically, due to the diode rectifier formed by S1 to S4. Hence,

the voltage of S5 is clamped by its anti-parallel diode, whereas S6 handles a voltage spike of

vpn−vdc = VTV S−vdc, as shown in Fig. 18(b). Interrupting negative iac will give similar results

as interrupting positive iac, except that S1 and S4 (rather than S2 and S3) withstand the voltage

spike because vH = −VTV S < 0 in this case.
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Fig. 18. Voltage stress on S1 to S6 in rectifier mode when interrupting positive iac. (a) Voltage stress on H4 bridge (S1 to S4).

(b) Voltage stress on the bidirectional switch (S5 and S6).

(Notes: vS1, vS2, vS3, vS4, vS5, and vS6 indicate the drain-to-source voltages of S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6, respectively.)

Fig. 19. Equivalent circuit of H5+ converter for voltage stress analysis.

D. Start-Up

Fig. 20 shows the start-up sequence of the proposed H5+ converter and validates the theoretical

analysis in Section II-E. At t1, the converter starts to pre-charge its dc bus, by turning on and off

S6 alternatively and injecting a set of controllable current pulses from ac grid to the dc bus. As
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shown in the close-up plot, for the safety of the converter, the peak of iac is limited to around

18 A, whose value can be set by the controller. For each time of turning off S6, a voltage spike

happens to vH and is clamped to VTV S by DTV S , which is similar to the phenomenon of fault

blocking in Fig. 17. After few times of switching S6, the dc bus voltage vdc is charged to its

steady state (i.e., the peak of vac). After that, S6 is always on. At t2, the converter starts to

operate normally and boost its dc bus voltage vdc to its rated value. Then at t3, a dc load is

connected suddenly. Because of the step load change, the converter suffers an instantaneous dc

voltage sag, and then controls vdc to its rated value again.

Fig. 20. Start-up sequence of the H5+ converter.

(Notes: vH : voltage difference of two leg nodes, i.e., van−vbn, which is also the differential-mode voltage; vac: ac grid voltage;

iac: ac inductor current; vdc: dc bus voltage.)

As introduced in Section II-E earlier, to slow down the response speed of the inrush current
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during the self-pre-charge procedure, the control of S6 can be enabled only when |vac| < VTHR.

The test results with VTHR ≈ Vac,peak/2+vdc is shown in Fig. 21. Notably, the current pulses and

voltage spikes appear only when |vac| is inside the envelop line, i.e., −VTHR < vac < +VTHR.

VTHR increases from Vac,peak/2 gradually with the increase of the dc bus voltage vdc. In this

case, the inrush current upper limit is also reduced from 18A to 6A, and the converter can still

control S6 timely to limit the current below this limit.

Fig. 21. Start-up of the H5+ converter with controlling S6 only when |vac| < VTHR.

(Notes: vH : voltage difference of two leg nodes, i.e., van−vbn, which is also the differential-mode voltage; vac: ac grid voltage;

iac: ac inductor current; vdc: dc bus voltage.)

E. Fault Diagnosis

Under a dc-side short-circuit fault, the converter is also able to help with the fault diagnosis,

as shown in Fig. 22. At t1, the converter actively injects a group of current pulses to the fault
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point, by turning on and off S6 alternatively. As displayed in the close-up plot, the pulse width

of idc is around 50ms, whose value is proportional to the pulse number of iac and can be

modified. The time interval between two neighbor idc pulse groups (for example, between t1

and t2) is around 1s and can be adjusted as well based on the application requirement. If few

current measuring points are available along the LVDC distribution line, fault can be located by

measuring the current characteristics at proper measurement points. Additionally, this action of

injecting current is an attempt to boost the dc bus voltage, and can be used to check if the fault

is cleared/isolated or not. For a short-term temporary fault event, the converter can also achieve

the fault recovery, as tested and discussed next.

Fig. 22. DC fault diagnosis by controlling H6 of the H5+ converter.

(Notes: vdc: dc bus voltage; idc: dc output current; iac: ac inductor current.)

F. Fault Recovery

Fig. 23 displays the process of the fault recovery. The dc-side short-circuit fault happens at

t1. Then, the converter blocks the fault quickly thanks to its fault blocking ability, as discussed

earlier in Section III-C. At t2, a group of discontinuous current pulses are injected to dc bus by

switching S6, however, without any rising of dc voltage due to the remained short-circuit fault.

Meanwhile, voltage spikes strike vH , which is similar to the phenomenon of the fault blocking.
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One second later, at t3, another fault recovery attempt is made also without success. At t4, the

temporary dc fault is cleared. Then, the third recovery attempt at t5 successfully pre-charges the

dc side voltage vdc to the peak of vac. At t6, converter starts to boost vdc gradually to its rated

value. At t7, converter returns back to its normal operation and the fault recovery process is

accomplished.

Fig. 23. DC fault recovery of the H5+ converter.

(Notes: vH : voltage difference of two leg nodes, i.e., van−vbn, which is also the differential-mode voltage; vac: ac grid voltage;

iac: ac inductor current; vdc: dc bus voltage.)

G. Efficiency Test

The efficiency of the H5+ prototype is measured and compared with the conventional full-

bridge H4 converter and the conventional H5 converter, as shown in Fig. 24. All three converters

use same electrical parameters, same modulation method, and almost same hardware layout.

Notably, the efficiency of the H5 is worse than that of H4, due to the switching and conduction
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losses caused by the additional switch S5. The efficiency of H5+ is only slightly worse than H5,

due to conduction losses caused by the additional switch S6.

Fig. 24. Efficiency comparison.

IV. COMPARISON OF H5+ CONVERTER WITH FAULT-BLOCKING CONVERTERS

Three ac-dc conversion topologies with dc-fault-blocking capabilities are compared in this

section: (a) case 1: active rectifier plus a dc-side solid-state CB, as shown in Fig. 2(a); (b) case

2: active rectifier plus a dc-dc stage, as shown in Fig. 3; and (c) case 3: proposed H5+ converter,

as shown in Fig. 5.

A. Converter Capabilities

All three cases are able to block dc-side short-circuit fault, but only case 3 (proposed H5+

converter) can pre-charge its dc bus without using external pre-charge circuits. This further

enables self start-up and self fault recovery of case 3. Additionally, as introduced earlier, under

a dc-side short-circuit fault, case 3 can also inject controllable fault current from the ac side to

the fault location, and help with the fault diagnosis.

In addition to the dc fault blocking, case 3 is also able to limit the CMV noise effectively

with unipolar PWM. However, cases 1 and 2 suffer series CMV problems if unipolar PWM is

used [44]. Bipolar PWM is an alternative modulation approach for cases 1 and 2 to limit the

CMV noise, but with the expense of higher power losses, as analyzed in Section IV-C later.

B. Devices Required

The devices required for three cases are summarized in Table V. Case 1 consists of a normal

H4 bridge and a solid-state CB. With regarding to case 2, the voltage rating of the H4 bridge is
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higher than that of case 1, because its dc link voltage vlink is larger than its dc output voltage vdc.

A circuit breaker is omitted for case 2. However, a dc-dc converter is required with an LC filter.

[10] proposed a solution to reduce the size of the dc-link capacitor with double-line-frequency

fluctuated voltage vlink, but this makes the voltage rating of all power switches larger. Case 3

(proposed H5+ converter) includes a normal H4 bridge, a bidirectional switch (S5 and S6), and

a TVS diode as the snubber for blocking dc fault. Furthermore, compared with cases 1 and 2,

a pre-charge circuit is omitted for case 3.

TABLE V

REQUIRED DEVICES FOR THREE CASES

Case 1:

VSC + CB

Case 2:

VSC + DC-DC [10]

Case 3:

Proposed H5+

H4 bridge Normal
Higher voltage rating of switches

Smaller DC-bus capacitor
Normal

Fault-blocking unit
Solid-state CB

+ snubber

DC-DC converter

+ LC filter

Bidirectional switch

+ TVS diode

Pre-charge circuit Required Required Not required

C. Power Switch Losses

A typical ac-dc conversion case for LVDC distribution is considered: P = 10kW, Vac,rms =

230V, Vdc = 380V, and fs = 10kHz. Ac-side filters with exactly same parameters are assumed

to be used for all cases for same filter losses. Additionally, same current total harmonic distortion

(THD) level should be achieved, which leads to different switching frequency values for three

cases:

a) Case 1 (VSC + CB): fs = f0/2 = 5kHz for conventional unipolar PWM, and fs = f0 =

10kHz for conventional bipolar PWM;

b) Case 2 (VSC + DC-DC): fs = vlink
vdc
× f0/2 for conventional unipolar PWM, and fs =

vlink
vdc
× f0 for conventional bipolar PWM;

c) Case 3 (Proposed H5+): fs = f0 = 10kHz for proposed unipolar PWM.

The parameters of 600V MOSFET IPZ60R017C7 [45] are used. According to [46]–[48],

the power switch losses equations for cases 1 and 2 can be obtained directly. By adopting these

equations, the power loss calculations for the proposed H5+ converter can also be derived, as

summarized in Table VI.
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TABLE VI

POWER SWITCH LOSS EQUATIONS FOR THE H5+ CONVERTER

Conduction Losses

I2RMS,1 = I2RMS,3 = 1
2π

(
∫ π
0

(1− d)× i2ac dθ +
∫ 2π

π
i2acdθ) = − 2MI2p

3π
+

I2p
2

I2RMS,2 = I2RMS,4 = 1
2π

(
∫ π
0
d× i2ac dθ) =

2MI2p
3π

I2RMS,5 = I2RMS,6 = 1
2π

(
∫ π
0
d× i2acdθ +

∫ 2π

π
−d× i2acdθ) =

4MI2p
3π

Pcon = (I2RMS,1 + I2RMS,2 + I2RMS,3 + I2RMS,4 + I2RMS,5 + I2RMS,6)RMOS

Switching Losses

EonM = UDDiac(tri + tfu)/2

EoffM = UDDiac(tru + tfi)/2

Psw,1 = Psw,3 = fs
2π

(
∫ π
0

(Eon,M + Eoff,M )dθ) with UDD = Vdc

Psw,2 = Psw,4 = fs
2π

(
∫ π
0

(Eon,M + Eoff,M )dθ) with UDD ≈ Vdc/2

Psw,5 = 2× fs
2π

(
∫ π
0

(Eon,M + Eoff,M )dθ) with UDD ≈ Vdc/2

Psw,6 = 0

EswD ≈ ErrD ≈ QrrUDD
PswD,H4 = 2× fs

2π
(
∫ π
0
EswDdθ) with UDD ≈ Vdc/2

PswD,5 = 2× fs
2π

(
∫ π
0
EswDdθ) with UDD ≈ Vdc/2

PswD,6 = 0

Psw = Psw,1 + Psw,2 + Psw,3 + Psw,4 + Psw,5 + Psw,6 + PswD,H4 + PswD,5+PswD,6

Total Losses Ptotal = Pcon + Psw

Auxiliary Equations

iac = Ip sin θ

d = M sin θ

θ = ωact = 2πfact

(a) (b)

Fig. 25. Losses distribution. (a) Conventional unipolar PWM for cases 1 and 2, and proposed unipolar PWM for case 3. (b)

Conventional bipolar PWM for cases 1 and 2, and proposed unipolar PWM for case 3.

(Notes: U-SSCB denotes unidirectional solid-state CB; B-SSCB denotes bidirectional solid-state CB; V1.2 represents vlink =

1.2vdc; and V1.4 represents vlink = 1.4vdc.

Fig. 25(a) shows the losses with unipolar PWM for all three cases. For case 1, either unidi-

rectional solid-state CB (U-SSCB) or bidirectional solid-state CB (B-SSCB) can be used. For

simplicity, it is assumed that the U-SSCB and B-SSCB consists of one and two MOSFETs,
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respectively. Compared with the U-SSCB, the B-SSCB increases converter losses, due to its

doubled on-state resistance. For both CBs, their losses are acceptable, thanks to their static

performances (i.e. no switching) as well as the low on-state resistance of the MOSFET. As

for case 2, because of its dc-dc stage, its dc link voltage vlink is always higher than its dc

output voltage vdc and can be controlled flexibly. Two constant values are considered here: (a)

V1.2: vlink = 1.2vdc; and (b) V1.4: vlink = 1.4vdc. Noticeably, with the increasing of vlink, the

losses of the H4 bridge increase. Additionally, the dc-dc stage also introduces switching and

conducting losses. Therefore, case 2 always has worse losses than case 1. With regarding to

case 3 (proposed H5+ converter), the additional switch S6 consumes conduction losses only for

the normal operation, which makes its losses less than those of S5. Notably, S6 contributes to

12% losses of the whole H5+ converter. In conclusion, the total losses of case 3 (185W) are

slightly worse than case 1 (150W or 162W), but much better than case 2 (262W or 312W),

thanks to the special switching pattern of case 3 and the low losses of its H4 bridge, similarly

to a H5 inverter [26]–[29]. It is worth mentioning that, in practice, the SSCB for case 1 usually

consists of semiconductor devices with relatively larger rating than the power switches of the

converter, which will lead to larger on-state resistance of the SSCB and make the losses of case

1 worse.

Furthermore, as validated earlier in Section III-B, case 3 is able to limit the CMV noise

effectively, whereas cases 1 and 2 suffer severe CMV problem with unipolar PWM [28], [44].

Alternatively, bipolar PWM is widely used for limiting the CMV noise, but makes losses worse

[28], [44], as shown in Fig. 25(b) as well. Noticeably, case 3 has the smallest losses (185W),

whose value is about 3/4 of that of case 1 (225W or 236W), and around 1/2 of that of case 2

(363W or 450W).

V. COMPARISON OF H5+ CONVERTER WITH PV INVERTERS

Due to the similarity between the proposed H5+ converter for distribution applications and

the H5 inverter for PV applications, H5+ converter is also briefly compared with widely-used

PV inverters (H5, H6, and HERIC) in this section, as summarized in Fig. 26 and Table VII.

Fig. 26 compares the converter topologies and PWM methods. Notably, all four converters hold

similar modulation complexity, except that the proposed H5+ converter aims at rectifier-mode

operation and other converters focus on the inverter-mode operation.
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Table VII compares the converters in terms of number of active devices, efficiency, leakage

current, dc-fault blocking capability, self-pre-charge capability, etc. Notably, all four converters

are able to reduce the CMV noise and limit the leakage current. HERIC inverter has the highest

efficiency because only two switches are conducting in each switching period. H6 inverter

requires the largest number of power switches, but has higher efficiency over H5 inverter because

body diodes of the switches are inactive. H5 inverter features the use of smallest number of power

switches. Proposed H5+ converter has lower efficiency compared to H5 inverter because of its

additional switch S6, but features dc-fault-blocking and self-pre-charge capabilities for power

distribution applications.

Fig. 26. Topology comparison between the proposed H5+ converter with PV inverters. (a) H5 [26], [27]. (b) H6 [49]. (c)

HERIC [27]. (d) Proposed H5+.

(Notes: In order to give a fair comparison, the PWM methods for all converters enable unidirectional power flow only.)
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TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED H5+ CONVERTER WITH PV INVERTERS.

H5 [26], [27] H6 [49] HERIC [27] Proposed H5+

Number of active switches 5 6 6 6

Number of diodes 0 2 0 2

Number of switches operating

at switching frequency in each period
2 2 2 2

Number of switches conducting in each period 3 3 2 4

Efficiency Very high Very high Highest High

Leakage current Very low Very low Very low Very low

DC-fault-blocking capability Unable Unable Unable Able

Self-pre-charge capability Unable Unable Unable Able

VI. CONCLUSIONS

An active rectifier called H5+ converter is proposed for LVDC applications, which consists

of an H4 bridge, a bidirectional switch, and a TVS diode. The proposed converter enables

bidirectional power flow, and is able to mitigate CMV noise. Moreover, it has advanced features

under a dc-side short-circuit fault event, such as (a) blocking the fault; (b) injecting controllable

fault current to help with the fault diagnosis; and (c) pre-charging its dc bus and achieving the

fault recovery without using an external pre-charge or start-up circuit. Operation principles of

the converter are illustrated. A down-scaled prototype is built and tested to validate its operation.
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